Travel Movies That Inspire
Get excited about traveling! Check out our list of the best movies centered around adventure, culture,
& incredible experiences!

The African Queen (1952) - Congo
Starring old screen legends Humphrey Bogart and Katharine
Hepburn, this is a story about a steamboat captain in the jungles
of Congo who decides to convert his small steamboat (the African
Queen) into a torpedo laden boat of battle and take on a German
warship with his new passenger during World War I.

Trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88jytHOsDos

The Beach (2000) - Thailand
Follow the story of a backpacker in Thailand (Leonardo DiCaprio)
who discovers an uncharted island with a mystical hidden beach
and lagoon. A group of travelers have settled on the island and
keep it a closely guarded secret. With secrets always comes some
drama.

Trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrWTJv0yEyI

The Bourne Supremacy (2004) - India
Starting in Goa, India a rogue CIA officer starts us on a fast paced
journey from city to city with spies, intrigue, and adventure. Jason
Bourne must find his way, avoid being detected, and confront his
haunted past.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-HqyyfBbSo

Lawrence of Arabia (1962) - Jordan
Thomas Edward Lawrence (Peter O'Toole) takes us through the Arabian
desert to topple the Ottoman Empire during World War I. A winner of 7
Academy Awards, this film is a must see to get you inspired to travel.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmr1iSG3RTA

Eat, Pray, Love (2010) - Inner Travels included
Julia Roberts stars as a divorced, confused, and totally lost modern
woman who decides to start traveling around the world to find out what
she really wants in life. This film is about self-discovery, love, and inner
peace as much as actually traveling.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjay5vgIwt4

Lost in Translation (2003) - Tokyo
An aging movie star (Bill Murray) and an unhappy young woman
(Scarlett Johansson) create an unusual friendship in modern Tokyo.
This film also shows some of the hilarious mishaps of traveling in
another country.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sU0oZsqeG_s

The Hangover Part II (2011) - Thailand
3 friends find themselves lost in Bangkok after a bachelor party and
wondering how they got there. Both the beautiful, ugly, strange, and
beautiful of Thailand are thrown at the viewer in this wacky comedy
about misadventures and cocaine-dealing monkeys.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRBzWtOy1PY

Forrest Gump (1994) - Vietnam
Tom Hanks stars as Forrest Gump, a humble man who finds himself in
a lifetime of self-adventure. This is a heart-warming story of an
unlikely hero, true love, and adventures.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPIEn0M8su0

Gorillas in the Mist (1988) - Africa
This is the true story of a scientist, Dian Fossey (Sigourney Weaver) who
braves the jungles of Africa to save the endangered mountain gorillas
that have become her friends. This film is a great reminder that we
should be eco-friendly travelers who care about the environment and
other creatures that inhabit our planet.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teHNaI8houQ

The Motorcycle Diaries (2004) - South America
Che Guevara on a four month, 8000 kilometer adventure by motorcycle
through South America. Based on a true story and which shows Che
Guevara's life before he became famous and a quest to see the world in
reality, rather than reading it in a book.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6jz_b80V5g

Zorba the Greek (1964) - Greece
A boring Englishman soon becomes transformed after arriving to his
new home on the Greek Island of Crete and meeting with a local named
Alexis Zorba, who will change his life forever.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7m5BwSKdS4

Lara Croft: Tomb Raider (2001) - Cambodia
Adventure, beauty, exotic locations, and treasure. This was the highest
grossing action film that stars a woman in the lead role.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnNBqNb3taw

Moonraker (1979) - Brazil, Venice, France,
Guatemala, and even Outer Space
James Bond at his best with exotic locations, Jaws, and a trip to a secret space
station. Starring Roger Moore as James Bond this film has everything you
want in an adventure travel movie.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFOOjYU16KE

Into the Wild (2007) - Alaska
A top student athlete gives up his worldly possessions and starts hitchhiking
to Alaska to go live in the forest. This film is based on a true story and shows
you don’t need money to travel and have adventures.

Trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LAuzT_x8Ek

Now it’s time to JOIN US on an adventure of a lifetime!
Upcoming Trips: https://www.photoflytravel.org/trips/

